Robust calibration models to predict antipyrine content in various kinds of packaged hospital powder preparations by using near-infrared spectroscopy.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate drug content of hospital powder preparations using non-destructive, non-contact, short-term measurements with near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR). Antipyrine (0-50%) was mixed with additive powder, and packed with semi-transparent (SP) or transparent (TP) paper to obtain single packaged samples (SPP and TPP). Double packaged samples were obtained by packing TPP with TP. NIR spectra of the packaged samples were recorded using a NIR spectrometer with a fiber-optic probe. The best calibration model was determined to minimize the standard error of cross-validation (SEP) by the leave-out-one method in principal component regression (PCR). The calibration models for SPP and TPP were calculated to be the minimum SEP based on one- and four-PC models by the PCR method, respectively. Plots of predicted and actual drug contents for SPP and TPP showed a straight line with a slope of 0.946 and 0.948, and γ of 0.965 and 0.980, respectively. On the other hand, the calibration model for the single and double TPP was obtained based on a three-PC model, and the plot of predicted and actual drug content showed a straight line with a slope of 0.942 and γ of 0.977.